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To understand this behavior we have performed analytical and numerical model calculations based on the optical Bloch equations that are extended here to account for microcavity effects. The calculations show that the t = 27 behavior is a direct consequence of the cavity quantum electrodynamical nature of the absorber-cavity system, primarily the fact that in the presence of a microcavity the field driving the polarization is not the field of the short external pulse but the oscillating intracavity field that persists for much longer times. Semiconductor microcavities as a composite exciton-cavity system can be characterized by two normal modes. Under an impulsive excitation by a short laser pulse, optical polarizations associated with the two normal modes have a TI phase difference. The total induced optical polarization is then expected to exhibit a sinz(Rt)-like oscillation where 2R is the normal mode splitting, reflecting a coherent energy exchange between the exciton and cavity.
In this paper we present experimental studies of normal mode oscillations using threepulse transient four-wave mixing (FWM). Our result reveals surprisingly that when the cavity is tuned far below the exciton resonance, normal mode oscillation in the polarization is cos2(Rt)-like, in contrast to what is expected from the simple normal mode model. This anomalous normal mode oscillation reflects the important role ofvirtual excitation of electronic states in semiconductor microcavities.
The microcavity sample used consists of 16 and 22 XI4 stacks of A10,,,Ga~~,~s/Ak4s as the top y d bottom mirrors, respectively. Four 130-A GaAs quantum wells are placed at the center of a A cavity. Small variations in the cavity thickness allow us to tune the cavity resonance by moving the laser spot across the sample while the exciton energy remains nearly unchanged. Figure 1 shows the dispersion of the two normal modes as we vary the detuning between the exciton and cavity. All measurements were performed at 10 K.
The geometry for three-pulse transient FWM is shown in Fig. 2 . Information on the temporal evolution of the induced optical polarization is obtained by measuring the intensity of the FWM signal as a function of the delay between the first two pulses. A k e d delay between the second and the third pulse also allows us to introduce a waiting period T = t3 Notice a 7~ phase change as we increase fixed delays.
-tz before we read out the information on the induced optical polarization. Figure 3 shows the intensity of the FWM signal as a function of tz -tl and at various fured delay t3 -tz. In this measurement the cavity is tuned to 7 meV below the heavy hole exciton resonance and the laser pulse (150 fs duration) is centered between the cavity and exciton resonances. For t3 -tz = 0, the FWM response exhibits a pronounced cos2(Rt)-like oscillation and the frequency of the oscillation agrees with the normal mode splitting. The phase of the oscillation changes rapidly as we vary the fEed delay t3 -tz. With increasing fured delays, the oscillation reverts to sin2(Rt)-like, as shown in Fig. 3 .
To understand the above result, we first point out that the use of a fixed delay t3 -can separate out optical excitations with different lifetimes. It is evident that sinz(Rt)-like oscillations observed at long fured delays are due to optical excitations with a relatively long lifetime. Similarly, cosz(Rt)-like oscillations observed at nearly zero fixed delays can be considered to be due to optical excitations with a very short lifetime (between 1 and 2 ps).
A likely mechanism for excitations with such an extremely short lifetime is virtual excitation of electronic states away from heavy hole excitons (i.e., light hole excitons and continuum states). The lifetime of a virtual excitation is determined by the duration of the optical pulse and in this case the cavity lifetime, which is approximately 1.5 ps for our sample. The virtual excitation contributes to the coherent nonlinear optical response through processes such as optical Stark effects. Optical polarization induced by the virtual excitation is also expected to follow the applied field and hence to exhibit a cos'(flt)-like oscillation. This further suggests that in general the phase of the normal mode oscillation can be used as an effective probe for nonlinear optical response in composite exciton-cavity systems.
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This work is supported by AFOSR. l i l I Laser-like emissions from semiconductor microcavities at low temperature have attracted considerable attention recently because of the possibility of realizing a nonequilibrium condensate by use of cavity-polaritons.' In this paper we present experimental studies of optical properties of a microcavity near the lasing threshold. We show that the minimum lasing threshold is achieved when the cavity is tuned significantly below the exciton line center. By comparing emission spectra with reflectivity spectra, we also show that well-resolved doublet in the emission spectra near the lasing threshold are not associated with cavitypolaritons. These results suggest that laser-like emissions from the microcavity are due to conventional stimulated emission processes with exciton localization playing a significant role. The experiment is carried out in a microcavity consisting of 16 and 22 A14 stacks of Al,,,,Ga,,,,As/AlAs as the top and bottom mirrors, respectively. Four 130-A GaAs quantum wells are placed at the center of a A cavity. Off-resonant pumping with 150 fs pulses from a Tisapphire laser is used for emission measurements. AU measurements were performed at 10 K.
Figure la shows reflection spectra of the sample when the cavity is at the exciton absorption line center. At the low excitation regime the reflection spectrum is characterized by two well-resolved cavity-polariton resonances. With increasing exciton densities, the normal mode splitting decreases as a result of exciton absorption saturation. At the high excitation regime, the splitting collapses and the reflectivity spectrum is characterized by the empty cavity resonance, as shown by the dashed curve in Fig. la . should be characterized by the empty cavity resonance shown in Fig. la . The appearance of two resonances in the emission spectra can be understood by use of a linear dispersion model that includes effects of exciton localization. In this model one resonance in the emission spectra is associated with the empty cavity resonance and will go above the threshold with increasing intensities. The other resonance is associated with emission resonance in the absence of the cavity. This resonance is Stokes shifted to energies below the exciton line center as a result of exciton localization (a simple estimate gives an exciton Stokes shift of 4 meV). The actual energy position of this resonance will also be influenced by mode pulling of the cavity.
Effects of exciton localization is also evidenced in the dependence of the threshold intensity on detunings between the exciton and cavity (see Fig. 3 ). The minimum threshold is achieved when the cavity is tuned to 4 meV below the exciton absorption line center. The corresponding minimum threshold intensity (50 W/cm2) corresponds to an estimated exciton density in the range of 10'O/cmZ, which is expected to be below the exciton Mott density. At much higher densities, stimulated emissions are expected to be due to electron-hole plasmas. Transitions between these two different density regimes will also be presented. This work is supported by AFOSR. The large oscillator strength of excitons in ZnSe-based quantum wells leads to excitonphoton normal mode splittings in microcavities in excess of 10 meV per quantum well (QW).' As a consequence also of the robustness of the excitons in terms of binding energy, these QW heterostructure-microcavities can probe aspects of cavity electrodynamics under high injection (carrier density) conditions that are not attainable, e.g., by GaAs-based micro-
